
ALERT! 

FOLLOWING YOUR PUBLICATIONS

WHEREVER THEY GO

Library & Knowledge Management 



Google Scholar

http://scholar.google.com/

Note that the term is enclosed in quotation 

marks followed by ‘AND’

Also note that if you want to specify an 

organization, you must use both its 

abbreviation and full title as it may be 

entered as either or both

Search: “biofuels” AND (IFPRI OR "international food policy research institute")

http://scholar.google.com/


Search Results

Note the 1,000 + results



Search results narrowed
To further narrow your search, use the dropdown menus seen below.

To see how popular your work is on Google scholar, within a certain 

time period define the time frame of your alert system.

Once you have narrowed the search, choose „Create email alert‟



To create Google Scholar email alert 



Verification

Verification email: gives you the option to review, confirm  or 

cancel the alert



Google Scholar Advanced Search for an author

Author name as per 

examples shown



Advanced search results





How to cancel an alert

1. Go to the bottom of 

your email alert and 

choose ‘Cancel alert’

2. It will show this screen 

where you will choose 

‘Cancel alert’

3. You will receive this 

confirmation message





ISI Web Of Science
www.ifpri.org/resources

Click there to proceed

http://www.ifpri.org/resources


To create alerts

ISI Web of Knowledge has several access points, choose „Web 

of Science‟ to begin creating alerts



Identifying the correct author



Identifying the correct author ctd.



How to Search ctd.



Defining the parameters of your search



The results of your search



Now that you‟ve registered, follow below to save the search



Name your alert and save it!





ScienceDirect (Elsevier)
http://www.sciencedirect.com

http://www.sciencedirect.com/




How to create an Alert



How to modify an alert & delete search history

1. Choose „Edit this search‟

2. Modify fields

3. Choose „Search‟ 

At the bottom of the page you 

will see a history of your 

searches—choose „Turn off‟ 

or choose „Delete‟



How to delete an alert

Step 1: Login

Step 2: Choose „My alerts‟

Step 3: Choose „Delete‟



Two different methods of search: All fields or Advanced 

Search. Also click on search tips to learn how to effectively 

search as it differs from other engines such as Google 

Scholar.



Designing your alert



The results of your research



Fine-Tuning your search

1. If you found an article quite 

relevant to what you were 

searching, you can choose „related 

articles‟

2. Over 656 related articles appear, you can then refine 

this list

3. You can refine by type, year, 

topic etc.





WorldCat 
http://www.ifpri.org/resources

Insert search term 

and choose „Go‟

http://www.ifpri.org/resources


Once you are signed in, Go to „My WorldCat‟ and choose „My Lists‟

Creating a new List



Creating a new List ctd.



Creating a new List ctd.



Creating a new List ctd.

Over 11,000 results 

appeared…to narrow this, use 

the left pane & filter however 

you would like



Saving results to a list




